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Chapter 721
Xu Bing was very annoyed. He had never been so insulted when he grew up!

His McLaren sports car was smashed to pieces, let’s not say, he was slapped a dozen
times, and his face was slapped into a pig’s head. This hatred is not for the
non-gentleman!

After he left, he simply went to the hospital for treatment, and immediately took
advantage of his relationship, called a dozen thugs, and decided to beat Wayne Lin to
vomit blood, otherwise he could not swallow this breath.

In Yuancheng, it is not too difficult to find someone. With his resources, he can find out
in less than two hours. Originally, he thought that Wayne Lin was just an ordinary poor
ghost, but now, Wayne Lin is still holding Tao Sanniang’s hand, looking like a concubine,
and this really stimulates him deeply!

You know, Tao Sanniang is the woman he saw with his own eyes. He wants to get Tao
Sanniang in his dreams. In his opinion, Tao Sanniang is the perfect woman. And now,
there is actually a man holding Tao Sanniang’s hand. How can he stand this? New
hatred and old hatred are coming up all of a sudden!

“I’ve found you!” Xu Bing’s eyes were splitting, his eyes burst into unprecedented hatred
and anger, and his body was shaking with excitement.

Wayne Lin frowned slightly when he saw him. It seems that the lesson today was not
heavy enough, and this guy dared to come to the door. He wasn’t scared. People like



Xu Bing would be ants no matter how many people came. What he was upset about
was that he rarely accompanied Tao Sanniang once and was disappointed.

Tao Sanniang also saw Xu Bing and said displeasedly: “Xu Bing, what do you mean by
cursing, I offend you?”

Xu Bing’s expressions are a bit distorted, staring at Tao Sanniang and Wayne Lin
holding hands, “Tao Yurong! You b*tch, I am so kind to you, and your heart is broken,
but you disdain me, and you just throw in other things. In the arms of the man, you
bastard! I think you are so innocent, you are a slut!”

He has lost his reason, and the scolding is particularly bad, Tao Sanniang’s face
changed instantly, and the gloomy fell, “Xu Bing, what are you talking about, you kind of
say it again!”

Tao Sanniang straightened her waist, her aura exuded, and she was also quite
imposing, and Xu Bing and the others were immediately shocked and in awe.

Just kidding, although Tao Sanniang is a woman, her aura is incomparable with a big
guy like Wayne Lin, but she is also a big man anyway, she is still a master of the
pinnacle of the day after tomorrow, she becomes annoyed, and the aura is naturally not
like Xu Bing’s. You can bear it.

Xu Bing’s face turned pale now, and he shivered twice. A person next to him reminded
him, “Mr. Xu, what are you afraid of? There are more than a dozen of our brothers
backing him.”

Xu Bing immediately became arrogant again when he heard this. In addition, when he
came, he drank a few glasses of wine and is now in a state of excitement. The anger
towards Wayne Lin and the resentment towards Tao Sanniang quickly eroded. In
response to his reason, he said loudly: “I just said you are, why do you say you are
wrong? You bastard, pretending to be innocent in front of Lao Tzu, but in front of this
guy, you are completely exposed. Be a goddess, grass!”

Tao Sanniang’s expressions became even colder, and she clenched her fists. Originally,
Wayne Lin arrived today and she was in a wonderful mood, but now, she has been
disturbed by this guy.



Then, Xu Bing stared at Wayne Lin again, full of hostility and threats, and said: “And you
guy, I grew up so old and never suffered such humiliation. You’re f*cking dead today!!
Can you fight? I want to see today, can you fight more than a dozen!”

As his voice fell, suddenly, behind him, a dozen big men stood up, all gearing up, their
expressions jokingly and hideously.

, There is a suffocating air on his body.

At a glance, I knew it was the kind of social, professional thugs. Many ordinary people
present would shudder when they saw it.

Seeing Wayne Lin not speaking, Xu Bing became even more arrogant, “Why don’t you
be crazy today? You can’t get up crazy now? Grass! Today, if I don’t make it up, you
won’t be surnamed Xu!”

He didn’t say that he wanted Wayne Lin to kneel down. He couldn’t wait to teach Wayne
Lin, so he would beat Wayne Lin first.

So he waved his big hand, and immediately came out four big hands, all holding
weapons in his hands, and strode towards Wayne Lin.

For this kind of thing, Wayne Lin is already very familiar with it, for him, it is just a matter
of ease.

But just when he was about to do it, Tao Sanniang said, “Wayne, give it to me this time.”

Wayne Lin was taken aback, and then he saw the serious and angry look in Tao
Sanniang’s eyes, and he nodded and agreed.

With Tao Sanniang’s skill, it is completely enough to deal with these dozens of small
warriors.

Xu Bing saw Wayne Lin hiding behind Tao Sanniang as a man, and despised Wayne
Lin even more. He mocked Wayne Lin without hesitation: “Hahaha, you rubbish, you are
still hiding behind a woman. You are not a man. Lost the man’s face!”

Those thugs also shook their heads, making no secret of their contempt and sneer at
Wayne Lin.



“Beauty, are you sure you want to do it with us? We are vulgar, we are very heavy, wait
for you to be ravaged, don’t cry.”

“Hey, I’ve been f*cking for so many years, and haven’t beaten a beauty yet, tusk.”

“This girl is in very good shape. When the brothers’ sticks go down, they will scream,
haha.”

“Beauty, don’t listen to them, brother will pity you, hahaha.”

Each of these four thugs smiled wretchedly than the other. They looked up and down
Tao Sanniang, and didn’t put Tao Sanniang in their eyes at all. In their opinion, what
kind of fighting power could a beautiful girl like Tao Sanniang have? When they start,
they can still eat tofu, which is also a wonderful thing.

Who is Tao Sanniang? Where can I not see their dirty thoughts? Suddenly her face
became colder, and her eyes flashed with anger.

After Wayne Lin’s training, she has already broken through from her original master
realm to the peak of the day after tomorrow. It can be said that she is able to deal with
these small vulgarities.

“Looking for death.” She snorted coldly, and then began to take a shot, dashing forward,
against the four thugs, it was an attack, four slaps, almost at the same time slapped the
four of them in the face, so powerful that they all The fight was dumbfounded.

Immediately afterwards, Tao Sanniang hadn’t stopped. She took advantage of the
victory and pursued a combination of punches, fast and swift, and in less than ten
seconds, she beat the four powerful thugs to the ground. , One by one groaned painfully
on the ground.

She said disdainfully: “Trash, vulnerable.”

This scene happened too quickly, and the visual impact it brought to people was very
strong. Tao Sanniang, such a delicate woman, could actually fight so well, and it was
too unreal.

Especially Xu Bing, his eyes widened, like hell.



Next, Tao Sanniang said coldly to Xu Bing: “Did you knelt down and apologize, or wait
for me to do it.”

Chapter 722
Xu Bingren was stupid, and it took a long time to react. It was not the first day that he
knew Tao Sanniang, but he never knew that Tao Sanniang was able to fight so well.
This is simply ruining Sanguan.

Not only him, but the people present were also shocked. For ordinary people like them,
in their fixed thinking, they think that women are a disadvantaged group, and they have
no power to restrain the chicken. If they are against men, they are being bullied. Will be
like Tao Sanniang, so fierce!

The most important thing is that Tao Sanniang is not the kind of man who looks like a
big five and three rough men, but a beautiful girl. This difference is too big.

“You, do you know how to martial arts?” Xu Bing frowned and asked.

Tao Sanniang didn’t have the patience to wrestle with him, and said directly: “I count to
three, and you don’t kowtow to admit your mistakes. It won’t be that simple when I take
the shot.”

The current Tao Sanniang looked extremely domineering, but she had the aura of
Wayne Lin, which was quite frightening.

Xu Bing swallowed. Seeing the threat in Tao Sanniang’s eyes, he only felt a little scalp
tingling and persuaded.

But the thugs who came with him are more irritable. In addition, they are crowded and
have weapons in their hands. They have confidence and temper. A tall bald head
shouted and said loudly: “I said Mr. Xu, you I’m afraid of a hammer. No matter how good
this lady is, where can we go, our brothers will go together, and we won’t believe that
she will be unfair! When the brothers take her down, it is not at your disposal.”

When Xu Bing heard this, his eyes suddenly brightened. Yes, Tao Sanniang is just a girl,
no matter how powerful he is, where can he go? There are more than ten tough thugs
here. , Do not believe in the injustice Tao Sanniang.



Especially, Tao Sanniang’s perfect figure, once she gets on the bed, she will definitely
be happier than the gods!

The evil thoughts in his heart occupied his reason. He gritted his teeth, waved his hand
boldly, and said loudly: “Yes! This girl, I’m afraid she will get the ball! Brothers, if you can
handle her today, I will give it to you. Twenty thousand!”

He is also a bloodbath, anyway, he has offended Tao Sanniang, normal pursuit is not
expected, it is better to use strong means to conquer Tao Sanniang.

The thought of a woman like Tao Sanniang on the bed makes him very excited,
constantly gearing up.

When the thugs heard what he said, they opened their eyes one by one, as if they had
been beaten with blood, they all became excited, clenched the weapons in their hands,
and began to pounce on Tao Sanniang.

They are full of confidence. They are all professional fighters, and they usually beat
people. Even those fighters who are fighting have to kneel in front of them. Now it is not
a matter of dealing with a beautiful girl.

However, their ideas are good, but the reality slapped them severely.

Tao Sanniang didn’t see the slightest panic. Instead, she sneered, her eyes radiant, and
she rushed forward without retreating, and then there was a fist.

Tao Sanniang, as an acquired pinnacle master, has also been taught by Wayne Lin, she
is very strong, and facing these ordinary people without a foundation in martial arts, it is
no different from wolves entering the flock.

Even if they have weapons.

Bang bang bang…

Bang bang ……

Tao Sanniang shot again and again, so fast that their thugs couldn’t respond, so they
were hit, and don’t look at Tao Sanniang.



It’s a woman, but her strength is not small, hitting them with one punch and one kick
made them feel better.

So it only took a minute or so to add up. These ten thugs were dealt with by Tao
Sanniang, and they all fell to the ground, howling in pain and losing their combat
effectiveness.

Xu Bing was dumbfounded, completely dumbfounded, unable to react.

Many passers-by were also stunned and looked at Tao Sanniang with admiration. Some
men who had secretly looked at Tao Sanniang’s body, now dare not look at them, for
fear that they might provoke Tao Sanniang, the evil female star.

Tao Sanniang took a breath. Although she is an acquired pinnacle master, she still lacks
physical strength compared to men. In addition, she seldom actually fights and controls
her physical strength. Now she is sweating slightly.

When her face was reddened, she looked more feminine, especially when she turned
her head back and smiled at Wayne Lin, like a little girl, who wanted to be appreciated
by her elders, she was especially cute.

Wayne Lin gave her a thumbs up without hesitation, praised her for doing well, and she
smiled more brilliantly.

Next, she looked at Xu Bing, she became cold in a second, and walked slowly over, with
a large aura, and suddenly pressed Xu Bing pale, her feet trembling, and she couldn’t
run away.

“It’s your turn now.” Tao Sanniang said coldly, full of threats.

Xu Bing was originally a timid man. He usually relied on his wealth to deceive the good
and fear the evil. In this situation, he is even more so scared that he kneels directly,
slaps himself constantly, begging for mercy: “President Tao, I don’t Dare, I beg Mr. Tao
to let it go…”

How could Tao Sanniang let him go so easily, after passing by, she kicked him directly
on his face, knocked him to the ground, nosebleeds wildly.



This kick was not light, Xu Bing’s nose was broken and he made a humming sound. Tao
Sanniang didn’t let him off so easily, but kicked him hard. Kicked him so badly and howl
before letting him go.

“Xu Bing, I warn you, and next time, I will let you not be a man! You remember!” Tao
Sanniang looked down at him condescendingly.

Where did Xu Bing dare to talk back now? He was so afraid of Tao Sanniang that he
nodded quickly, like that, how embarrassed it would be.

Tao Sanniang returned to Wayne Lin’s side, and immediately changed into a charming
posture, smiling very sweetly, Xiaoniaiyiren, and her rude appearance just now,
completely two people.

“Wayne, do you think I’m very rude?” Tao Sanniang asked cautiously.

Wayne Lin scratched her Qiong nose gently and smiled: “You are rude, then am I
cruel?”

Tao Sanniang breathed a sigh of relief, and then she blinked her eyes with a smirk, and
said, “Hey, I hope you will be cruel to me tonight. The slave family would like to see it.”

Wayne Lin: “…”

How could he not understand Tao Sanniang’s words, this is clearly a hint.

“Cough.” He coughed quickly to cover up his strangeness.

Next, they didn’t go shopping anymore, they went to eat something together, and then
went back to Tao Sanniang’s residence.

Some time ago, Tao Sanniang bought a house in Yuancheng, which has been
renovated, specifically for Wayne Lin to have a place to live when he came to
Yuancheng.

Now, she finally waited for this opportunity.

Chapter 723



Tao Sanniang’s house was specially designed, and you can feel a kind of romance and
a touch of warmth when you come in.

The smile on her face has never stopped, and sweetness and happiness have always
been permeated. At this moment, she feels that she is the happiest person in the world.

Although Wayne Lin spends most of the time with other women, but occasionally comes
over to live with her, then she is already very satisfied.

She didn’t think about other things, only cared about being able to stay with Wayne Lin.

Everything was so natural and so exciting, Tao Sanniang abandoned all distracting
thoughts and just wanted to cherish every minute and every second spent with Wayne
Lin.

After some lingering, Tao Sanniang lay on Wayne Lin’s chest and said sincerely:
“Wayne, I feel so happy.”

Wayne Lin gently stroked her hair and smiled. Before, he still felt that he was a
scumbag, sorry for Alma Chu, and sorry for Tao Sanniang, but now he has no such
thoughts.

Because this is the best ending for the three people. The so-called sorrow is the
two-heartedness, which caused one or both sides, but Alma Chu and Tao Sanniang
were not sad, but supported him to do so. How can he call it negative.

Moreover, in terms of human relations, there has never been a hard and fast rule.
Monogamy is justice, and only the person concerned knows what happiness is.

The next day, Wayne Lin woke up and saw that Tao Sanniang was still asleep. He didn’t
wake up Tao Sanniang. He got up lightly and cooked breakfast for Tao Sanniang. This
kind of ordinary life was also quite comfortable.

Not long after, Wayne Lin heard footsteps coming from behind, and said with a smile:
“Are you up? Go brush your teeth first, and wait for breakfast to be ready.”

Tao Sanniang behind, seeing Wayne Lin wearing an apron, looking like a family man,
the corners of her mouth turned up uncontrollably, really happy.



She went over, hugged Wayne Lin gently from behind, enjoying the good smell of
Wayne Lin: “Wayne, you are so kind.”

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “I thought you would have to sleep for a while, why did you
wake up so early.”

Tao Sanniang said: “I turned around and didn’t find you, so I got up by myself.”

Next, Wayne Lin stayed in Yuancheng for a week, and accompanied Tao Sanniang
every day to make up for the previous ones.

Then he went back to Hwadrid.

Now his Lin Group has reached a large scale, like a huge machine running.

It can be said that he is already a big figure in China.

He went to the third place of Xuanyuan again. As his current chief instructor, he didn’t
really need to go to the third place of Xuanyuan to check in regularly. Now he belongs to
the senior level.

If there is a major matter that requires a high-level meeting, he will go back again, or if
there is an important task that other people cannot do, he will perform it.

Of course, Wayne Lin is not the kind of person who is a hand-handling shopkeeper, as
long as he has time, he will still go to Xuanyuan three places.

After returning from the third place of Xuanyuan, Wayne Lin had arranged everything on
his hands, and now he should do that.

“What?! Master, are you going to BRAGRUN headquarters? Are you crazy! I disagree!!”

Suddenly, a man shouted excitedly, his expression exaggerated, and suddenly attracted
the attention of many people around him, and they all looked over in surprise.

However, the clown doesn’t care about this, his expression is still very shocking, and his
reaction is extremely excited.

This is crazy for Wayne Lin, that’s why he has such an idea!



Isn’t it? With Wayne Lin’s current identity, BRAGRUN headquarters used to be purely
seeking death!

Not to mention the high above, invincible holy king, the sword Rushuang, and the two
northwestern kings, it is not Wayne Lin that can fight!

So the clown, when he heard Wayne Lin’s words for the first time, he thought Wayne Lin
was crazy, otherwise he was joking!

Wayne Lin seemed to have expected it a long time ago. The clown would react like this.
He nodded without the slightest surprise, and said, “I have already decided. You tell me
the address of BRAGRUN’s headquarters.”

During this period of time, after Wayne Lin’s treatment, the clown recovered some of his
hearing. Although he was not as sharp as a normal person, he could at least hear some
loud words, and Wayne Lin’s words sounded in his ears. , He can hear it naturally.

The clown refused without thinking, and he said firmly: “I won’t tell you! With your
current strength, go to BRAGRUN headquarters, that is to die!”

Wayne Lin said lightly: “I have a reason to go.”

“What reason?” The clown stared at him closely.

Wayne Lin didn’t answer right away. Instead, there were some memories in his eyes.
Just yesterday, he received a message.

“Come to BRAGRUN,   aunt, there is not much time left.”

This was a message from an unfamiliar number, which seemed a little inexplicable, but
when Wayne Lin saw this message, his pupils suddenly contracted, and his breathing
became rapid. He reacted instantly, this was a message from Nishang, and the aunt
mentioned in it was his biological mother, Qin Yuehua!

Wayne Lin called back immediately, but the message was that he could not connect.

Soon Wayne Lin wrote back, but there was no response. Wayne Lin realized that
something must have happened on his mother’s side, otherwise Nishang would not
send him this message, and he could not be contacted.



Originally, Wayne Lin planned to go to BRAGRUN headquarters to look for his mother
later, but now, he can’t afford to delay, he can’t bear the matter of his mother!

Wayne Lin showed the information directly to the clown. After the clown read it, he was
silent, his face was very ugly, and he was innocent.

His expression changed intricately, his mouth opened, and he wanted to say something,
but in the end, he didn’t say anything. In the end, he became decadent. He sighed and
said, “Master, you can think about it. Your current cultivation base, going to BRAGRUN
headquarters is no different from looking for death.”

“I know.” Wayne Lin nodded flatly.

“then you……”

Wayne Lin interrupted him and said, “Then what do you tell me to do, be indifferent, and
not save me? That’s my mother, who gave birth to me and raised me!”

After saying this, Wayne Lin’s eyes were a little flushed, and his mother’s kind and
gentle appearance appeared before his eyes.

In fact, he really missed his mother over the years, but he never showed it to outsiders.

No matter how great a person is in this world, no matter how old he is, his parents will
always be the harbor in his heart. After a person loses his parents, it means that in this
world, there is no dependence and only the way back.

No one can understand how strong the longing for my mother in my heart is.

He has always thought that he is not a peerless genius. The reason why he broke
through so quickly is not because of his talent, but the strong motivation in his heart.

Chapter 724
Now the mother is in trouble, no matter how big the difficulty is ahead, he has only one
way to go, and that is to face the difficulty.

If something happens to his mother, he will spend his whole life in regret and regret.



The clown was silent, he could feel Wayne Lin’s emotions, besides, he was also a
person with a mother and could understand Wayne Lin’s feelings.

“Okay, I can tell you…” The clown said softly, his eyes showed some sadness and
helplessness, looking at Wayne Lin, as if he had seen a dying person. But he just
couldn’t stop it, and couldn’t refuse it.

Wayne Lin smiled.

He actually knew that his trip was full of dangers.

But even so, he had to do it.

Because he has no choice.

If this is the case, then he can only accept it.

After the clown knew the address of BRAGRUN’s headquarters, Wayne Lin breathed a
sigh of relief. Seeing the clown’s dejected look, he smiled and said, “Why are you so
mournful and don’t have so much confidence in me? Anyway, I am also in a congenital
state. Dzogchen, even your Southern Territory Kings are not my opponents.”

The clown looked at Wayne Lin, shook his head and said, “Master, you don’t
understand. You don’t know how strong BRAGRUN is. It’s okay that you haven’t killed
Lei Zhen. Now you have killed Lei Zhen, and BRAGRUN is already the same. If you
have formed a deep hatred that cannot be solved, with your current strength, if you
don’t reach the God Realm without King Kong, go to BRAGRUN and die!”

The clown’s expression was extremely solemn. When talking about BRAGRUN,   his
eyes even showed fear and awe, as if it was an extremely terrifying monster.

Wayne Lin patted the clown on the shoulder and said relaxedly: “Don’t worry, I will be
fine.”

The clown’s mouth moved and wanted to say something, but in the end he didn’t say it.
It was all this time, and it was useless to say anything. He forced a smile, “Hope.”

Wayne Lin understands the clown, but he didn’t say much. He has confidence in
himself, not because of blind expansion, nor because his hard power can resist, but on



King’s Landing Mountain, and finally the holy king BRAGRUN gave him something.
words.

He always had a feeling that the Saint King was not hostile to him, and even a little
unspeakable kindness.

Of course, he has never seen the true face of the Saint King. These are all his guesses,
but at least it is not dead and dead, which is worthy of him.

After leaving the coffee shop, Wayne Lin returned home. Since he is going to do this, he
can no longer hide from Alma Chu.

And Tao Sanniang.

They have the right to know about this, which can also be understood as Wayne Lin’s
explanation of the funeral.

However, Wayne Lin did not tell them the first time, but he first summoned Damon
Wang, Jeff Han, and Jiang Liqun.

Looking at the puzzled faces of the three old men, Wayne Lin straightforwardly said,
“I’m going to BRAGRUN headquarters. It may be dangerous. If I can’t come back, the
Lin Group will give it to you.”

As Wayne Lin’s words fell, all three of them were stunned. They didn’t know what to say
for a while. In the end, Jiang Liqun reacted first and said with a dry smile: “Chairman,
are you kidding? Good point, what are you doing to BRAGRUN headquarters?”

Damon Wang also said: “Yes, yes, right now BRAGRUN and us are not dealing with
each other. It is not suitable for you to visit their headquarters.”

Jeff Han said: “Haha, the chairman is teasing us.”

However, Wayne Lin’s sentence

But they made their scalp chill, “I’m not kidding, it’s true. The three of you have been
with me the longest, and the person I trust the most. If I don’t contact you within a week.
Then I should not be able to come back. Now, when the time comes, the Lin Group will
rely on you to take care of it… Don’t interrupt, I’ll finish after listening.”



Hearing Wayne Lin’s words, Damon Wang, who originally wanted to interrupt, had no
choice but to hold back and listened to Wayne Lin’s words.

“But I guess that if I don’t show up for a long time, people in the circle will know that
something happened to me, and they will definitely take action against the Lin Group.
Then you will throw away the shares in advance, discount them, and share my share.
To my family. You also find a place to hide and avoid the limelight.”

Wayne Lin’s expression was serious, and he was not joking at all.

But for the three of them, after listening to them, their hearts felt cold, and a sense of
sorrow was born.

You know, even the last time Wayne Lin was going to the Lion Rock to seize the
Colorful Origin Fruit, he didn’t explain the funeral to them like this. But this time, I can
imagine that Wayne Lin has died of nine deaths this time, and the level of danger is
even greater than last time!

But they couldn’t understand why Wayne Lin had already reached where he is today, so
why did he have to die?

Isn’t this enough to support you?

Wayne Lin saw that they were silent, did not interrupt, let them digest slowly.

After a while, Jiang Liqun said, “Chairman, do you have to go to BRAGRUN
headquarters this time?”

“Yes.”

“Is there a chance of survival?”

“Have.”

Jiang Liqun nodded vigorously and resolutely said: “Chairman, I will wait for you to
come back!”



Damon Wang and Jeff Han knew that Wayne Lin was determined and had to go.
Although they were puzzled and unwilling, they didn’t say much. They prayed that
Wayne Lin could come back alive.

This news was too sudden for them, and they were completely unprepared, until they
walked out of the office, they were still a little surprised.

When they looked at each other, they both sighed for a long time. It was really
frightening to keep up with such a boss.

However, Wayne Lin has always treated them not badly. Since Wayne Lin has made a
decision, those who are subordinates will just execute the order.

Wayne Lin next called Tao Sanniang again and told Tao Sanniang about this matter.

After speaking, there was a long, long silence on the other end of the phone.

For almost two minutes, Wayne Lin did not speak, but kept listening.

“I still said that, I am your person in life, and your ghost in death. If you really can’t come
back, don’t walk so fast, Huangquan Road, wait for me.” Tao Sanniang’s tone was firm. ,
And affectionate.

Wayne Lin took a short breath, didn’t say any nonsense, and answered earnestly,
saying, “Okay.”

After hanging up the phone, Wayne Lin still quietly said sorry. At the end of the question,
he had to tell Alma Chu about this, and this was the hardest thing for him to speak.

In fact, he can almost guess Alma Chu’s reaction…

No matter how difficult it is to speak, he has to open it.

Just when he wanted to call Alma Chu, Alma Chu called him a few seconds first.

After answering the phone, I heard Alma Chu’s pleasant voice, “Hey Wayne, I bought
two movie tickets, do you have time to watch it together?”
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When I saw Alma Chu, it was already night.

There was a slight rain in the sky, and Alma Chu was wearing professional clothing,
standing under the eaves of the building, tall and slim, like a long and independent plum
blossom on a snow-capped mountain, cool and elegant.

People passing by are all attracted by her.

Alma Chu has always been a very attractive woman. It is not unreasonable that she is
called the number one beauty in Hwadrid.

Wayne Lin saw her at this time, as if returning to the scene when he first saw her a few
years ago. At that time, he was a bereavement dog, homeless, and desperate. Once
thought of suicide, it was Alma Chu’s appearance. , Saved him and gave him a reason
to live.

He still remembers how amazing it was when he first saw Alma Chu.

Now time flies, he is no longer the Wu Xia Amon before.

Soon, Alma Chu saw him, with a joyful and happy smile on his cold face, welcoming
Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin also quickened his pace.

“You are here.” She took Wayne Lin’s hand proactively and smiled very sweetly and
happily. Her smile suddenly lost the color around her and was concealed by her
demeanor.

Wayne Lin greedily inhaled the scent from Alma Chu, even if he had smelled it
countless times, he still felt it smelled good, not at all greasy.

“Have you waited for a long time?” Wayne Lin smiled softly. The two of them looked at
each other, and both saw the affection in each other’s eyes. After a few years of getting
along, they were already old couples and wives.



The people around who were astonished by Alma Chu’s appearance felt sour after
seeing this scene.

No man wants to see a peerless beauty and put it in the arms of other men. This is an
instinct.

“No, I just got off work.” Alma Chu said with a smile, and Xiaoniao Yiren, walking with
Wayne Lin in the drizzle, walked towards the parking space.

Next, Wayne Lin and Alma Chu went for a meal first, and then went to the movies
together.

Speaking of which, they have not been to the movies for a long time.

The smile on Alma Chu’s face has not disappeared. She feels that she is the happiest
woman in the world. As long as Wayne Lin is there, she feels safe, relaxed, and happy.

However, she did not see the flash of shame in Wayne Lin’s eyes.

This movie tonight is a comedy, the quality is good, there are many laughs, and it is not
very clichéd. Alma Chu giggled.

Until the film was over, she was still quite interested.

After that, I went to the night market and ate some snacks. Alma Chu was satisfied
before going back.

Everyone took a shower, and after some wind and rain, Alma Chu said softly: “Wayne,
did something happen?”

In fact, Alma Chu is not stupid, she felt it just now, Wayne Lin had something on her
mind, but she never said it.

Wayne Lin was silent for a while, then said, “I’m going to BRAGRUN headquarters
tomorrow to find my mother.”

Wayne Lin once told Alma Chu about BRAGRUN,   so Alma Chu knew it. Now that she
heard this, she suddenly had a short breath, and her face suddenly became worried.



“Has it been decided?” she asked softly.

“Yeah.” Wayne Lin nodded.

“Okay, pay attention to safety.” Alma Chu paused, and said, she knew Wayne Lin, and it
must be her mother-in-law who was in danger, Wayne Lin would take such a risk. As a
wife, she would not want to. Wayne Lin should not be dissuaded from this situation, so
as not to increase Wayne Lin’s troubles.

Wayne Lin’s lips moved lightly, why didn’t he understand what Alma Chu meant,
everything was for his consideration.

He had to hug Alma Chu and said deeply: “I will come back safely.”

“Hmm! I believe you!” Alma Chu nodded vigorously, revealing a sweet smile.

Wayne Lin also smiled, and the two hugged to sleep.

The next day, when Alma Chu woke up, she found that Wayne Lin was no longer by her
side. She stretched out lazily. Then, from Wayne Lin’s pillow, she touched a note that
said: Alma, go this time BRAGRUN headquarters, nine deaths, if I can’t come back
within a week, then it means that I may never come back, you take the Chu family up
and down, leave Huarvell, find a place far away, and survive. Sorry to worry you again.

Pen, Wayne.

Seeing this note, Alma Chu was stunned for an instant, and then two lines of tears shed
from the corner of her eyes…

Wayne Lin got up early and set off.

BRAGRUN headquarters, he had long wanted to go, saving his mother out, for him, is
an obsession.

It is also the great motivation for him to fight forward.

Once, he thought that as long as he broke through to the innate realm, then he had the
strength and was qualified to rescue his mother.



But later he discovered that even in the Innate Realm, it was still not enough, because
as his strength improved, he increasingly discovered that BRAGRUN’s organization was
not simple.

Later, he thought that as long as he reached the fourth stage of the Innate Realm, he
could go.

The reality still gave him a slap in the face, even in the fourth stage of the Innate Realm,
going to BRAGRUN organization would still hit the stone with an egg.

Just a few months ago, he still thought that when the congenital realm of Dzogchen was
reached, at least he could go to the BRAGRUN organization to make a breakthrough.
However, Jian Rushuang’s appearance also dispelled his thoughts.

Especially on Junlin Mountain, the appearance of the Holy King BRAGRUN shattered
all his hopes. At that moment, even if he defeated Lei Zhen, he would not be happy at
all. Because this means that even if he is in the indestructible body of King Kong, he
may not be able to resist BRAGRUN organization.

This way day after day, year after year, when will we be headed?

According to his knowledge, his mother has been imprisoned in BRAGRUN
headquarters for six full years!

He originally thought that he still had time. With his talent and diligence, in two years, he
would break through to the King Kong not bad Dzogchen. Even if he was not the
opponent of the Holy King BRAGRUN,   he still had a chance of winning in conjunction
with the army god Cary Dao.

But now, he has no time. A text message from Nishang dispelled his idea and he had to
go.

He didn’t doubt that the authenticity of this short message from Nishang might be a trap.

But he had no choice. His mother was too important to him. He had only this choice.

He didn’t even have much time to prepare. After explaining the funeral, he left at dawn.



From the clown, he knew the location of BRAGRUN’s headquarters, which was in a
remote mountain forest in the Central Plains. By noon, Wayne Lin had arrived in this
mountain forest.

He could perceive that there is a mountain city deep in the forest, that is, BRAGRUN
headquarters.

Chapter 726
Wayne Lin took a deep breath, then strode over.

The deeper you go, the more you can discover that this mountain forest is not easy.
From the moment he just came in, he was stared at, and his eyes were fixed on him.

And also a master of innate realm.

Wayne Lin pretended not to know, and kept walking forward.

He hides his breath now, and wears simple clothes, looking like a travel companion who
has come to visit.

When he came, his mood was very surging, and he had thought of a lot of things in his
mind, but when he set foot on this land, his mood calmed down and returned to nature.

Because he has nothing to struggle with, at this point, there is only one way in front of
him to go, so he just has to go on.

Even if this path fails, then he will not regret it, at least he can see his mother.

This mountain forest is very dense, and the trees inside are very tall. At first glance,
they have a history of a hundred years, and there are many fierce beasts and poisonous
insects inside. Walking inside, Wayne Lin has a feeling, as if time travels and came to
ancient times.

Because apart from here, he didn’t see such a place with natural breath, and could not
see a trace of man-made.



Moreover, this mountain forest is very large, which is equivalent to a large forest. If it
weren’t for the clown to tell him, he would not find this place at all, even with satellites, it
would be difficult to find it.

With the method of BRAGRUN organization, it must be a high-tech method, which can
shield satellite reconnaissance. Ordinary people can’t find it when they arrive here.
Even if it is a hostile force, it is difficult to find out if you don’t know the specific location.
.

This congenital realm master didn’t seem to know him, nor did he see his true strength,
his eyes stayed on him for a while, and then he moved away.

Obviously, he regarded Wayne Lin as an ordinary person.

Because there are people who come here to explore occasionally, Wayne Lin felt that in
the mountains and forests, there are several groups of ordinary people here. They all
have equipment on their bodies, and they are obviously travel companions.

Walking along, Wayne Lin also met some of them.

“Hi, my friend, are you also a fellow traveler who came to explore the mountains and
forests?”

Wayne Lin was walking leisurely in the courtyard. At this time, seven or eight people
came from the side. All of them were wearing professional clothing and a lot of tools. At
first glance, they were here to explore. Their clothing, It is made of special material and
is very tough. Ordinary people use a knife and will not be able to cut it for a while.

Judging from their appearance, they seem to be quite rich, not from ordinary families.

Wayne Lin nodded, be regarded as acquiescence, and then continued to move forward.

He doesn’t want to have too much entanglement with these people, he is here, but he
has to do big things.

However, he doesn’t want to talk to him, it doesn’t mean that the other party won’t talk to
him either.



Soon after they walked over, they were surprised to see that Wayne Lin was wearing
very simple casual clothes.

“My friend, why do you come to the green mountains and forests in this suit, don’t you
know that there are many beasts, snakes, insects, rats and ants here!”

A young man in the team opened his eyes wide and said in surprise. Others also
thought that Wayne Lin was too stunned. If this equipment comes over, isn’t it a death
hunt!

Wayne Lin didn’t want to waste time,

Nodded lightly and said: “I am different from you.”

He didn’t lie, he was indeed different, but his words were passed to the ears of this
group of donkey friends, but they became arrogant and ignorant. One of them
immediately said disdainfully: “You should Think of it as a master yourself, here is the
green mountains and forests, which are notoriously fierce. Even the local hunters must
be careful when they come here to hunt.”

There was a woman who seemed to be more kind-hearted. She said, “My friend, you
may be here for the first time. I don’t know the sinisterness here. The conditions here
are very bad. We just met a boar on the road. And cheetahs are particularly fierce. If it
weren’t for our good equipment, something has happened now… By the way, how
about your teammates, why didn’t you see it?”

This woman looks pretty, and her eyes are clearer, she can see that she is more
warm-hearted. Looking at the performance of the other men, it is obviously interesting to
her if her eyes are placed on her.

Wayne Lin always stretches out his hand not to hit the smiley. This woman really cares
about him, and he doesn’t treat others coldly, saying: “I’m here alone. Don’t worry, I’ll be
fine.”

Hearing that he came alone and wearing this suit, these seven or eight people felt very
unbelievable. They thought that Wayne Lin had a mental problem. Otherwise, how could
he die like this!



This is in the green mountains and forests, with how many beasts, snakes, insects, rats
and ants are in it, and the deeper it goes, the greater the danger, so many explorers
dare not come easily.

Moreover, now that they have entered the inner circle, there are already many beasts,
even if they have eight people, they dare not take it lightly. But the guy in front of me is
so arrogant…No, this is not arrogant, but dying, not arrogant!

“You’re bragging, where are the green mountains and forests, do you dare to come by
yourself? And you didn’t bring any equipment, and you were wearing ordinary clothes. If
you encounter a beast, you will be dead!” The young man said just now, his tone full of
disdain.

He thought that Wayne Lin must be sensationalizing, otherwise he was deliberately
showing off.

However, to show off in the green mountains and forests, that is, the birthday star hangs
himself, and his life is too long.

The others didn’t finish talking, but looking at their expressions, they had the same idea,
thinking that Wayne Lin was not bragging, that would be crazy.

They are all relatively senior explorers, but they don’t have such a big tone. They come
to the green mountains and forests alone, not to mention, they are completely lightly
loaded.

Wayne Lin didn’t bother to pay attention to them, clasped his fists, and said, “I have
something to do. Let’s go ahead.”

After speaking, he turned to leave.

The beautiful woman just now bit her lip and said, “Wait a minute!”

Then, she took a step forward and said seriously to Wayne Lin: “The green mountains
and forests are really dangerous. You are alone and without equipment. You can’t live
here for two days. Why don’t you walk with us? ?”

There was kindness and intolerance in her eyes, as if she couldn’t bear to see Wayne
Lin die like this, it was a life anyway.



Wayne Lin shook his head, just about to refuse. Suddenly, he felt something and
frowned.

Looking in one direction, I only saw a dozen tall wolves walking step by step with green
light in their eyes.

“No, there are wolves!”

The group of explorers immediately screamed and panicked.

Chapter 727
There are more than a dozen wolves, walking slowly from the front, they are huge, even
in the daytime, in the dark mountain forest, you can see the coldness and bloodthirsty in
their pupils.

The eight explorers immediately panicked and frightened, and each of them paled as if
they were facing a major enemy.

Even if they are fully equipped, they still have crossbow arrows and weapons in their
hands, but they are ordinary people after all, and three of them are women. If they
encounter one or two evil wolves, they can barely have the strength to fight, but Now
they are facing the entire pack of wolves, and these wolves are bigger than they have
ever seen!

Their scalp was numb for a moment, their breathing was held, their bodies were shaking
violently, and their feet were swinging.

“Why, how do you do it? Isn’t this still the most dangerous place? How come there are
wolves appearing.” The young man who spoke with contempt for Wayne Lin just now
has a pale face and his tongue is knotted. Large drops of cold sweat fell from his
forehead.

“No, I don’t know… Now we are in danger, and we have encountered wolves… But this
is unscientific, this has not reached the innermost area, how can there be wolves…” It
seems that this expedition team The captain, he is now full of disbelief.

“What should I do now, I’m still young, I don’t want to die, ohhhhhhhhhhhh.



The captain swallowed, trying to calm himself down, and said: “We retreat, and we can’t
fight hard against this group of animals.”

However, as soon as he turned around, his expression froze, showing despair, because,
behind, there were also a dozen wolves, all staring at them bloodthirstyly, and they fell
dribblingly. This scene completely caused They are desperate.

Seeing this situation, the other team members became desperate, and even now they
were so scared that they were so weak that they had no strength at all, even running
strength.

“It’s over, we are really going to die here this time…” The captain gave a smile that was
uglier than crying, “I’m sorry for everyone, I’m sorry for hurting everyone…”

The other players heard the captain’s apology, but they couldn’t hate it, because they
had agreed. They are a group of adventurous young people. The conditions at home
are also good. They don’t have to run for life. The greatest pleasure is to find
excitement. That’s why they will explore the green mountains and forests together. But
never thought that they would encounter wolves…

They tremblingly shook the crossbow arrows in their hands, trying to aim at these evil
wolves, but their hands were shaking, where could they be aimed.

When Wayne Lin saw this situation, he sighed and felt helpless. It seemed that he was
able to do it, and when he did it, he would still be stared at by the innate realm master in
secret and exposed in advance.

“You still don’t come to this kind of place in the future, it’s very dangerous,” Wayne Lin
said.

Hearing his words, everyone turned their heads mechanically and looked at him in
amazement. They saw his face without fear or panic. The delicate beauty asked
subconsciously: “Are you afraid of you?”

Wayne Lin said, “What is there to be afraid of, nothing more than a group of beasts.”

When everyone heard what he said, they didn’t know what to say. It was indeed a group
of beasts, but the problem was that this group of beasts had to kill them.



Now, they believe that Wayne Lin is 100% a madman, and only a madman is not afraid
of death.

So they don’t bother to pay attention to Wayne Lin, now ask for more blessings.

At this moment, Wayne Lin made a move that made them very nervous, and saw
Wayne Lin step forward to the wolves, yelling: “Get away.”

His voice is like

It exploded like thunder, and the movement of these wolves came to a halt, and then
roared and howled the wolves.

They were obviously irritated by Wayne Lin’s behavior, and they doubled up faster.

“what are you doing!”

“Looking for death!”

“You are crazy, it’s about this time, and you still anger the wolves!!”

These explorers all thought that Wayne Lin was dying, which accelerated their speed of
being eaten by wolves.

Wayne Lin frowned slightly. He didn’t release too much aura, but exuded to the peak of
the day after tomorrow, thinking that he could scare the beasts away, but instead
angered them.

It is now the periphery of BRAGRUN’s headquarters. If he releases an aura of the level
of the Innate Realm, he will definitely be discovered by the high-ranking masters of the
Innate Realm in BRAGRUN’s organization, and the gain is not worth the loss.

In this case, he can only use his own force to drive away the beasts.

He turned around and said to these explorers: “You all stand here, don’t move.”

Then he strode forward, looking like he was going to fight the evil wolves to the death.



His action really stunned the group of adventure fellows. The delicate beauty couldn’t
help but said, “Hey, what are you doing?”

Others are also puzzled.

Wayne Lin turned his head and smiled faintly, “Kill a few wolves and they will be scared
away.”

madman.

This guy must be a lunatic!

Not a lunatic, that’s a fool.

Wayne Lin still has work to do. He didn’t bother to waste time here. After walking out, he
rushed directly to the wolves and started to attack.

With the strength of his Innate Realm Dzogchen, dealing with these beasts is no
different from trampling a few ants to death.

But he still can’t bring out the strength of the Innate Realm Dzogchen. Firstly, it is not
necessary. Secondly, he has not yet entered the BRAGRUN headquarters, so he can’t
get rid of it.

He controlled his cultivation base at the peak of the day after tomorrow. Even so, it was
more than enough to deal with these beasts.

His active attack immediately angered the group of evil wolves, and suddenly became
frantic and rushed towards Wayne Lin, the scene was very magnificent and brutal.

Seeing this scene, those explorers were so terrified that they were very terrified. The
delicate beauty couldn’t bear to see Wayne Lin’s torn picture and covered her eyes.

Everyone thinks that Wayne Lin must be dead, and this group of evil wolves cannot be
torn apart.

However, what happened next completely subverted their perception.



I saw Wayne Lin snorted coldly, with disdain on his face, without the slightest fear or
tension. Facing the rushing wolf, he strolled leisurely in the courtyard, punching
continuously, with great strength and precise angles, and he always threw himself into
the air The evil wolves that did not touch him, hit his fist, were all knocked out, fell to the
ground, and died on the spot.

In less than half a minute, Wayne Lin had already killed five evil wolves and suppressed
the remaining evil wolves. Especially at the last moment, Wayne Lin pulled the wolf king
with the largest size, and then he squeezed the wolf’s head with one hand. When he
threw it down and hit the wolf’s head with a punch and sank into the ground, these evil
wolves were frightened, made a whining sound, turned and ran.

Wayne Lin clapped his hands, as if he was just doing something insignificant. When he
turned his head, he saw the group of explorers, all dumbfounded…

Chapter 728
Wayne Lin was not surprised at all about their reaction, as expected.

After all, most people in this world don’t know the existence of warriors.

He walked over, waved his hand and said, “Well, you are out of trouble. Don’t be afraid.
But there are many beasts here. It is dangerous for you to stay here. You should leave
early. The expedition depends on the situation.”

After finishing talking, Wayne Lin turned and left, and walked towards a deeper place.

He already felt that BRAGRUN’s headquarters was not far from here.

It wasn’t until Wayne Lin left and disappeared into the sight of the group of explorers
that they recovered, and each of them swallowed hard, their brains humming.

“Have you all seen it just now?”

“I saw…”

“This man is too powerful. He actually pushed the wolves back with his bare hands and
killed a few evil wolves. Who is this?”



“I don’t know, maybe it’s a master of martial arts…”

The scene just now completely subverted their cognition. Before that, they never knew
that there was such a person in this world who could fight.

The three beauties, when they thought of Wayne Lin’s heroic posture, their heartbeat
accelerated uncontrollably. There is a hero in every woman’s heart. The image of
Wayne Lin just now is a hero…

And those young people who had mocked Wayne Lin were all particularly ashamed
now. It turned out that Wayne Lin was neither a lunatic nor a fool, but a real master.

When what happened just now, they didn’t dare to stay any longer, and quickly left the
green mountains.

On Wayne Lin’s side, on the way to BRAGRUN headquarters, he could clearly feel that
the eyes of the master of innate realm just now fell on him for a long time.

At the same time, in the BRAGRUN headquarters not far away, there is a grand hall full
of grandeur and grandeur.

This hall is so huge that it is hard to imagine that there is such a hall in such a barren
green mountain forest.

Now the hall was full of people, and the atmosphere was desolate and grand.

In the center of this hall, there is a thirty-meter-high statue. The whole body is made of
pure gold. It is shining golden, and ordinary people can’t imagine how much such a
huge statue is worth!

This statue is the appearance of a middle-aged man, looks extremely majestic, not
angry, his eyes are piercing, even if it is only a statue, it is like a living thing, it is afraid to
face it, as if it is really conscious.

And this statue is the Holy King BRAGRUN,   and the entire BRAGRUN organization is
named after him.

All the people of the BRAGRUN organization are full of awe and worship for the Holy
King BRAGRUN. They do not believe in religion, Buddha, or all religions, but only



believe in the Holy King. In their hearts, the holy king is the most powerful god in the
world.

Under the statue of the Saint King, there was a woman crawling on her back, wearing
coarse linen cloth, her body was very thin, her face was abnormally pale, she was
shaking violently, and she seemed to be suffering from great pain.

In front of her, stood a young man with dusty wind, looking down at her, his eyes were
indifferent, there was no trace of emotion, as if the person kneeling in front of him was
not a person, but a beast.

“Qin Yuehua, do you know that you are guilty?” Jian Rushuang said lightly, with a voice
like a god, the thin man before the judgment

woman.

She is Wayne Lin’s biological mother, Qin Yuehua.

“I, what’s the crime?” Qin Yuehua raised her head with difficulty and looked at Jian
Rushuang, not because Jian Rushuang was the number one master under King Kong.

Jian Rushuang snorted coldly, “I don’t know how to repent!”

After he finished speaking, he did not directly beat Qin Yuehua. He had a patterned
snare drum in his hand. He began to slap. Every time he slapped, Qin Yuehua’s body
trembled violently, her expression was extremely hideous, and she seemed to be
suffering from great pain.

咚咚咚…

After another, Jian Rushuang was beating faster and faster, and the worse Qin
Yuehua’s body became, she seemed to be unable to hold on, but she did not shout out,
she was extremely tough.

There were at least a thousand people present. Seeing this scene, no one dared to
speak, only a few people were unbearable in their eyes.



Qin Yuehua was a saint of the previous generation, and she was perfect in terms of
talent, character, or handling. With the special status of the saint, she once surpassed
the four heavenly kings in the BRAGRUN organization.

Almost everyone respected her, thinking that the saint would definitely be able to
smoothly cultivate with the saint king, become a virgin, and even step into the
incorruptible body of the vajra, becoming the second powerhouse in the BRAGRUN
organization to communicate with the gods!

God-passing realm, this is the true peak of existence in the world today.

Ask the world, how many masters of the God-Sound Realm have been produced in the
thousands of years of human civilization?

But in today’s world, the total number of people in the divine realm does not exceed five.

What a detached existence this is.

If the saint can become the second master of the realm of the gods, then the
BRAGRUN organization can definitely become the largest power in the world, and it is
not impossible to rule the world in another way!

However, 30 years ago, Qin Yuehua did something that humiliated the BRAGRUN
organization. She actually left the BRAGRUN organization without authorization, eloped
with lowly mortals, got married, and gave birth to a wild species!

For BRAGRUN organization, this is absolutely unforgivable!

Had it not been for the saint king to keep the saint at the last moment, the saint would
have already turned into a cup of loess.

Now that the Holy King has been in retreat for many years, BRAGRUN’s organization
has been greatly injured, and it has lost its former glory. A large part of the reason is
that Qin Yuehua has done good things! Therefore, the vast majority of people do not
have a favorable impression of Qin Yuehua.

Originally, they also endured Qin Yuehua, leaving her alone here to die, but some time
ago, that wild species actually provoke the BRAGRUN organization and killed the
Southern Territory King Lei Zhen. This is simply unforgivable!



By now, Qin Yuehua was dying, and it seemed that as long as she knocked it again, she
would die.

Jian Rushuang stopped playing the drums at this time, and he said again: “Qin Yuehua,
I will ask you one last time, you are convicted!”

The sword sounded like a frost, and it was so loud that he used his true energy, and for
Qin Yuehua, it was a huge blow to the spirit. Her originally weak body has now begun to
appear mentally psychedelic.

She subconsciously wanted to speak, saying that she had been convicted, but when
she was about to speak, she still awoke and changed her words to say: “I, not guilty.”

The audience suddenly calmed down, Jian Rushuang’s face was even more ugly…

Chapter 729
The holy king retreats, he is the most powerful being in the BRAGRUN organization.
With all his words, even the other three heavenly kings must listen to his dispatch,
which is half a level lower than him.

The Saint King has been in retreat for a long time, and he has become accustomed to
his unparalleled right to speak in the BRAGRUN organization!

But now, he personally tried Qin Yuehua, and Qin Yuehua dared to disobey him, this is
really disrespectful!

Originally, Qin Yuehua was a sinner. If it weren’t the holy king who had missed his old
feelings and spared Qin Yuehua’s fate, according to his personality, Qin Yuehua would
have been put to death.

He didn’t want to have a general knowledge of ants like Qin Yuehua, but in the world,
Qin Yuehua and Fan’s wild species have actually become stronger, and he rebelliously
opposed BRAGRUN’s organization and killed Lei Zhen. This is simply Unforgivable
things!

He learned the idea from the holy king, agreed to hold Qin Yuehua accountable, and
started immediately.



“Don’t repent! If that’s the case, then you can die for Lao Tzu!”

Jian Rushuang was furious, his dignity was violated, and Qin Yuehua was about to be
executed when he stared.

At this moment, Qin Yuehua felt the breath of death, and her heartbeat stopped, but she
did not see any fear or regret on her face. Some were only strong regrets, but it was a
pity that she would never see Wayne again.

At this moment, in the crowd, a red figure rushed out and shouted loudly: “Master Jian
Rushuang, please be merciful!”

It was neon clothes, she finally couldn’t help it. Qin Yuehua was her aunt, who brought
her back from the world. If it weren’t for Qin Yuehua, she would have died. In her heart,
Qin Yuehua is not only her savior, but also her mother!

She absolutely couldn’t accept it, and watched her aunt die in front of her.

She was very fast, almost in the blink of an eye, she threw herself in front of Qin
Yuehua, blocking Jian Rushuang’s ultimate move against Qin Yuehua.

“Nishang, you are unruly!” Jian Rushuang was furious, slapped Nishang’s shoulder with
a palm, slapped her out, hit the pillar behind, and then fell weakly.

After the neon clothes suffered this one, his face was as pale as paper, and the blood
spurted out, and his breath became much weaker.

Just kidding, Jian Rushuang is the Great Perfection in the Innate Realm, and is known
as the first person in the God-Communication Realm. Even Wayne Lin is in front of him.
His palm, even if he didn’t use his full strength, was so terrifying that a master like
Nishang could not bear it at all.

Qin Yuehua stayed for a while, and then she shouted excitedly: “Neon clothes!!!”

She gritted her teeth, squeezed out her strength, staggered towards the neon clothes,
ran over the neon clothes, hugged the neon clothes, and burst into tears, “Nine clothes,
you stupid girl, why are you so stupid, my aunt is a sinner, I don’t know if you do this.
what……”



Nishang’s mouth is still bleeding, but she didn’t cry, instead she showed a happy smile,
“Auntie, I said, I want to protect you… Unfortunately, Nishang is useless and can’t
protect you. Auntie, I let you down. expect……”

Qin Yuehua’s body was trembling uncontrollably, she hugged the neon clothes and felt
extremely painful.

“Sword Rushuang! What do you want to do to me, why hurt Nishang! She is innocent!
Don’t you remember how much credit Nishang has made for the organization!” Qin
Yuehua cursed hysterically.

But Jian Rushuang didn’t touch the slightest, he was still stern, extremely cold,
obviously he didn’t take the life of neon clothes in his eyes at all.

In his opinion, neon clothes are not

After being a small person, the fourth stage of the innate realm is so small that she can’t
enter her eyes.

If Nishang is obedient and obedient, he is still willing to cultivate it, but if Nishang dares
to oppose him, then he is looking for death!

He said coldly: “Who wants to plead for Qin Yuehua, stand up for this seat.”

The eyes swept across the people in the hall, no one dared to look at him, even the
kings of the other three regions were silent.

Some people who had received the favor of Qin Yuehua, although they felt that Qin
Yuehua was not guilty of death, they did not dare to speak. At this time, offending a
sword like frost would be no different from seeking death.

Jian Rushuang snorted and said sarcastically, “Qin Yuehua, it seems that you are a
failure. After operating in BRAGRUN for so many years, no one wants to intercede for
you.”

Qin Yuehua’s face was cold, and she couldn’t see the thoughts in her heart.

Only the neon clothes can feel her. Her skin is cold, her eyes are cold, and her heart is
cold.



“Jian Rushuang, since you want to kill me, as you are, why bother to pretend to be here
and just do it directly.” Qin Yuehua said blankly.

Jian Rushuang took a few steps forward, walked again in front of Qin Yuehua,
condescendingly, looking down at Qin Yuehua, “I ask you one last time, are you
convicted?”

Qin Yuehua said nothing.

“Qin Yuehua, I count to three. If you don’t plead guilty, don’t blame me for not
remembering the old feelings, and throwing you and the neon clothes into the Ugly
Hantang.” Jian Rushuang said with a smile.

Hearing this, Qin Yuehua’s face suddenly changed, “Sword Rushuang, do you dare?! I
am a saint from the previous generation at any rate, you throw me into the Ugly Han
Hall, are you still a human!”

When the others heard this, their expressions changed a bit, and their eyes looked at
Jian Rushuang, a little more repellent.

Ugly Han Hall, that is the special existence of BRAGRUN organization, there are a
group of ugly men with no humanity in it, if a woman enters, it is hell, life is better than
death!

In any case, Qin Yuehua is a saint of the previous generation, and she has made many
contributions to BRAGRUN organization, and Qin Yuehua is still a woman of the holy
king in name. If Jian Rushuang really threw Qin Yuehua into the Ugly Han Hall, then It’s
really too much.

Besides, Nishang didn’t have any sins, but just stood up and pleaded for Qin Yuehua,
and even this would be thrown into the Ugly Hantang. What kind of humanity is there?

Jian Rushuang sneered, and started counting directly: “One, two…”

Qin Yuehua’s body was trembling violently, she was going crazy with anger, Jian
Rushuang actually threatened her with this, it was not human!



There was also fear and panic on Nishang’s face. She could accept death, but to be
thrown into the Ugly Hall and accept abuse and humiliation, that would be better than
death!

At this moment, another person stood up, frowned, and said: “Sword Rushuang, you
have done this, after all, Qin Yuehua is a saint of the previous generation, and the sin
does not end here.”

It was an old man with a national character face, he was the king of the Northern
Territory, and had friendship with Qin Yuehua.

However, Jian Rushuang just looked at him coldly, “King Beitian, are you teaching me to
do things?”

When Jian Rushuang glared like this, the Northern Territory King immediately shook his
head and said, “I didn’t mean that, just to be fair.”

“Hmph, this matter is up to me, it’s not your turn to be around!” Jian Rushuang’s attitude
was very tough.

The Northern Heavenly King’s face was ugly, but he didn’t dare to talk back anymore.
After all, his strength was indeed quite a bit worse than Jian Rushuang.

Chapter 730
He sighed in his heart. Although he was very upset with Jian Rushuang, he did not dare
to disobey Jian Rushuang, so he could only shrink back. He glanced at Qin Yuehua and
couldn’t help but feel sorry.

Qin Yuehua, as a saint of the previous generation, is also a martial arts genius. At her
young age, she is in a congenital realm. As long as Qin Yuehua is given a little time,
with Qin Yuehua’s qualifications and the resources of the BRAGRUN organization, it is
a proper way to break through the diamond is not bad. Divine Realm, became a
well-deserved birth mother.

It is a pity that Qin Yuehua finally took a crooked road, fell into the mortal world, married
a mortal, and gave birth to a child.



Jian Rushuang snorted, and he began to count three.

At this moment, Qin Yuehua spoke, “I, plead guilty.”

After saying this, it seemed as if all her strength had been spent, and the expression in
her eyes instantly lost their brilliance, and she would not even shed tears, as if she had
become a soulless body.

Nishang immediately shouted: “Auntie! You can’t confess your guilt, you are not guilty at
all!”

Qin Yuehua didn’t answer her, but raised her head and said to Jian Rushuang: “I’m
doing things all by myself. Now I have pleaded guilty. You can kill me alone. It has
nothing to do with Nishang.”

She said this expressionlessly and coldly.

Jian Rushuang said: “Death crime can be avoided and living crime is inevitable. The
neon clothes are bold and bold. These days, I ran to Huarvell again and again to fight
with the wild plant Wayne Lin, instruct Wayne Lin martial arts, and also double
cultivation with Wayne Lin, with the power of extreme Yin. It was taught to Wayne Lin,
and Wayne Lin’s cultivation base rose sharply within a short period of time, leading to
the death of the Southern Heavenly King Lei Zhen, which was extremely heinous.”

After a pause, he stared at the neon clothes, revealing a trace of cruelty, “When
abolishing one’s cultivation base, enter the cold valley!”

“You!!!” Qin Yuehua suddenly widened her eyes when she heard this, and became
angry again. Jian Rushuang is really shameless, and she has no morals at all.

Nishang had no sin in the first place. Over the years, he has made so much credit for
BRAGRUN organization, and now he has achieved this result!

Many people present also frowned, but no one dared to stand up and speak for the
neon clothes after what happened just now.

I just feel that Jian Rushuang’s approach is too much.



Jian Rushuang sneered again and again, seeming to enjoy Qin Yuehua’s anger, but
powerlessness.

Qin Yuehua took a deep breath, and gritted her teeth and said: “Sword Rushuang, you,
as the majestic Eastern Heaven King, the first person in the realm of the gods, are you
as familiar as a junior!”

“State-owned and national laws, family rules, no rules and rules, no rules and no
squares, Nishang should be punished if he commits a crime.” Jian Rushuang stood with
his hand, his aura spread out, sweeping everyone, no wind and waves, full of majesty .

He was obviously a young man, but he was extremely majestic, and looked very violent.

Qin Yuehua was not stupid, she could see that Jian Rushuang did this, just forcing her
to submit, in order to avenge her just now.

She clenched her fists hard, and finally said: “You just want me to bow to you. As long
as you are willing to put on the neon clothes, I will do whatever you want me.”

Jian Rushuang said: “Knock your head to this seat and admit your mistakes.”

Qin Yuehua was not surprised by these words, Jian Rushuang wanted to humiliate her
in a different way.

If it’s because of herself, she would rather die than yield, but now, she can’t let the neon
clothes be affected by her.

So she let go of her neon clothes and started to kneel.

Nishang saw this scene and called out: “Auntie, no!”

Qin Yuehua didn’t stop, she just saw

Kneel down.

At this moment, from the huge statue in the main hall, a magnificent voice suddenly
rang, like the words of heaven.

“Enough, Qin Yuehua is guilty, and asks beheaded in the afternoon.”



This voice clearly reached the ears of everyone present.

Everyone trembled, with enthusiasm and admiration on their faces, they knelt down
without any hesitation, and shouted: “Chen, see the Holy King!!”

With a sound, it was very loud, humming the hall.

Even after Jian Rushuang heard it, his face changed, showing respect and awe, and
quickly knelt down.

This is no one, it is the Holy King BRAGRUN.

But his person did not appear, only a voice appeared.

But even so, everyone present felt the horror of the holy king, which was completely
heavenly.

No offense and profanity exist.

If Jian Rushuang is the emperor, then the holy king BRAGRUN is a god.

But one person, after hearing the voice of the holy king, did not kneel down, nor did he
show admiration or awe, but instead expressed hatred and anger. She was not who she
was, it was Qin Yuehua.

It seems that the Saint King is her life’s enemy, gritted his teeth.

But she did not speak, just stood like a nail.

After a full minute, everyone in the hall dared to stand up.

Jian Rushuang glanced at Qin Yuehua coldly, his eyes flashed a little bit of
unwillingness, but he didn’t say anything anymore, just now the Saint King appeared.

No matter how bold he was, he did not dare to disobey the will of the holy king.

Can only announce loudly, drag Qin Yuehua down, put him in custody, and wait for the
afternoon to ask him.



It’s not long before noon now.

Finally, the people in the hall dispersed one after another, and the people from the law
enforcement hall came over and took Qin Yuehua and the neon clothes away.

“Nishang, you girl, how can you be so stupid, alas!”

In the cold and humid dungeon, Qin Yuehua sighed heavily and said, hating iron and
steel.

“Auntie is already a dying person, it’s not worth your sacrifice for your auntie!”

Nishang’s breath has already weakened a lot. Although the palm of Jian Rushuang just
now did not kill her, it also caused her serious injuries. Fortunately, her vitality was
strong enough, otherwise she would not be able to hold on for that long.

But even so, she was dying.

She smiled and said: “Auntie, you rescued Nishang. Over the years, you have nurtured
me, taught me to study, taught me how to be a man, and you are the mother of Nishang
in the eyes of Nishang. .”

“Unfortunately, Nishang is incompetent and failed to save his aunt.” Nishang said, but
also wept.

Qin Yuehua was also very uncomfortable in her heart. She put the neon clothes in her
arms, her eyes were in a daze, and a young face appeared, and said with great regret
and guilt: “I have never been afraid of death, and I have long expected death, but
unfortunately Before I die, I can’t even see Wayne. This is my life, this is God’s
punishment for me.”

After saying this, Qin Yuehua was deeply saddened. She was not afraid of death, but
she couldn’t even see her son before she died. It was really regrettable and painful.

Her words seemed to remind Nishang, “Auntie, don’t cry, I have already told Wayne, he
will come to save us!”


